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Floor 1:

This one is very simple. Kill all monsters!



Floor 2:

Part 1- Kill all monsters.

After killing all of these monsters, four

chests will spawn as shown below.

Each box contains 1 of 4 content. The location of each will

be randomized each run.

Opening all four chests will deactivate the wall of fire near

the crystal allowing you to access part 2 of the floor.

Note: These monsters do NOT need to be killed. You can

simply open the chests and skip the monsters.



Part 2- Kill the second wave of monsters.

After monsters have been killed, open the chests to unlock

the next path. Each chest opens a random pathway.

Note - Opening a chest causes a skill to be used. They are

random between, poison gas AoE, HUGE AoE nuke(50%

hp), and small AoE nuke(negligible damage). Two

players talking to a chest at the same time will

cause two instances of the random skill. You can

potentially kill everyone around you this way, so

be careful.



Floor 3:

Simple as Floor 1! Kill all monsters except with harder

difficulty monsters!



Floor 4(Boss):

Here comes the horrifying part! Upon entering the floor,

there are 2 rows and 2 columns of eggs. These eggs spawn

monsters when killed. If you decide to ignore killing the

eggs, Lightning Bird will take it upon himself to do it FOR

you.



All monsters spawned from eggs will immediately aggro

onto whoever has Lightning Spirit’s aggro. If Lightning

Spirit loses aggro for more than a few seconds, eggs and

monsters will reset, and you will be forced to start over. It

is very HIGHLY recommended to have a minimum of 80

fire defense.

Lightning Spirit-

-Gives an AoE debuff that increases your magical

damage taken(stacks up to 5 times).

-AoE skill that does medium damage(4-6k hp)

-AoE skill that does massive damage(80% hp)

-When LS hits 10% hp, he uses an upgraded AoE

(90% hp) and applies the positive/negative

charge just like Western Tiger

NOTE: Debuffs do not work on him.

Strategies:

1. Have someone tank the boss while the rest of the

team breaks each egg and kills the monster. After

all of the eggs are cleared, focus on the boss.

2.Have someone tanky enough to tank ALL the

monsters after breaking the eggs (Good luck

finding someone that tanky) then proceed to

nuke down the boss.

Congratulations! You have now beaten the Lightning Spirit

raid.



Master Maps:

Floor 1-



Floor 2-



Floor 3-



Floor 4-
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